
           

 

 

 
 

 

2015 Delegate Profile 
 

Name: Scott Henry 

Personal  
Motto: 

”If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to 
go far, go together.”  
“Community is a necessity for innovation.” 

Location: Windsor, Ontario 
Twitter: @SScottHenry 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sscotthenry  
 

My Company 
Name: Kidogo 
Founded: 2014 
Website: www.kidogo.co  
 

Life as an Entrepreneur 

The Trigger: Why did you become an entrepreneur? What prompted you to take that first 
step? How did you develop the concept for your business? 

I am a leader in ecosystem building.  I catalyze dynamic communities of entrepreneurs and 
motivate them to work towards a common social goal. The trigger for me was when I was 
participating in an Acumen Case Competition. I was exposed to many different social 
enterprises that considered the triple bottom line (Economic Profit, Societal Impact, and 
Environmental Impact). This motivated me to take the first step to start sharing my 
knowledge about the impact that social entrepreneurs can have on their community and I 
joined Kidogo. Within informal urban settlements, early childhood care and education is a 
critical problem and Kidogo was developed upon necessity. In Kenya this problem is acutely 
severe with limited low quality options for parents. At Kidogo we strive to improve access to 
high quality affordable early childhood care and education in informal settlements.   
 

Describe your greatest accomplishment/most rewarding moment of your career as an 
entrepreneur? 

The most rewarding moment was when we received the first parent feedback surveys, it was 
tremendous to see what the value that parents placed in Kidogo as well as their honest 
opinions of our services. For me, receiving feedback is always very rewarding because it 
tangibly quantifies that you are on the right path. Another equally rewarding moment was 
when I was the Assistant Community Manager at iHub, holding a community day for all of the 
startups in the building. It was fantastic to see before my eyes all of the connections, 
networks and potential partnerships form! 
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Please describe your next challenge or plans for your business or for yourself as an 
entrepreneur: 

The biggest challenge I am facing in my work and research is how you measure impact and 
innovation. Whether it’s the impact of the learning growth of toddlers or how innovation 
ecosystems influence a city’s economy, we always strive for quantifiable numbers to show 
that these changes are making a difference. Unfortunately, this is easier said than done, and 
thus is an ongoing challenge not only for me, but for many startups that have a social impact. 
 
 


